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TAVISTOCK - THE PLATFORM SERVICE
Terms and Conditions

1. Introduction

The Tavistock Platform is powered by Platform One Limited which is authorised and regulated by the FCA

(542059). Platform One Limited are the provider of the platform services and act as the custodian of your

assets. Platform One Limited are also the ISA Manager and authorised by HMRC (Z1896).

Platform One provides both a UK Wrap platform to enable the aggregation, administration, valuation and

reporting of investment assets. It is able to hold a wide range of assets across a wide range of different

types of tax, trust and pension wrappers.

The platform is available via your Financial Adviser and allows your Adviser to effectively manage your

investments across a range of Assets and Wrappers, brought together via a single Online Account.

Platform One provides custody services and may also use other custodian and investment administrators

to provide the wide range of services it offers.

Important Information

The Tavistock Service and Tavistock Terms and Conditions provide you with a summary of important

information you need to know before you invest in the Service.

Please read these Terms and Conditions carefully. They are designed to help you make an informed

decision about investing and managing your money in the Service. They also set out the terms and

conditions on which the Service and your Account will operate, providing a framework by which our

relationship with you will be taken forward.

Terms and conditions that apply generally to both the Service and the Wrappers available through it, are

provided in the numbered Sections of this document. Terms and conditions that apply to specific

Wrappers are provided in separate Sections of this document or, if not in this document, will be available

on our website or from your Adviser.

These Terms and Conditions form the basis of a legally binding agreement between you and us, together

with:

· the Tavistock Client Application Form - completed and signed

· the Tavistock Schedule of Charges

In addition to these documents, you should also refer to other documents mentioned in these Terms and

Conditions such as the Tavistock Key Features, the Tavistock & Platform One Data Protection & Privacy

Policies and our other policies (e.g. Best Execution). For further information on our policies please refer to

Section 37. These documents are all available from your Adviser and our website. You should keep them,

along with these Terms and Conditions and any subsequent versions, for future reference. If you have any

queries, please refer to your Adviser. We may, at our discretion, vary these Terms and Conditions in

accordance with the section 'Changing our agreement with you'.
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These Terms and Conditions are governed by the laws of England and Wales. You agree that those laws

apply to your Account, unless specific Wrapper rules require otherwise.

2. Definitions

Account

Means the Account within the Service that we open in your name to record Assets that you purchase. It

allows you to administer and hold your Cash and Wrappers, including the underlying Assets and money

held within them.

Adviser (or Financial Adviser)

The qualified and suitably regulated individual you have appointed to provide you with financial advice

and to control your account and your Securities based on that advice. Your adviser may also have

appointed other nominated intermediaries to assist in providing you with financial services. This may

include appointing a discretionary fund manager to manage Securities on your behalf.

Adviser Charges

Means any fee which you have agreed to pay your Adviser which is facilitated through your account.

Annual Management Charge

Means an annual charge made by a Fund Manager, usually made to cover the costs of managing the

investments comprising the Fund. The charge is usually expressed as a percentage of the value of the

Fund.

Application Form

The application(s) completed by you to open a Tavistock Service client account.

Arrangement

Means each Arrangement you make with us to provide benefits under the Scheme and for which we hold

Cash and Assets relating to you.

Assets

Means Cash, cash equivalents, equities (stocks) or bonds held within your Account such as Units in Unit

Trusts, shares in OEICs, Exchange-Traded Assets, Deposits, Structured Products, and other tradable

Assets available through your Account.

Available Cash Balance

Means the cash balance available in your Cash Account within a Wrapper.

Bank

An institution or bank authorised to hold Client Money as may be nominated from time to time.

Beneficial Owner

A person who enjoys the benefits of ownership even though title is in another's name.

Banking Day

Any day on which the bank is open for normal business – i.e. a day other than a Saturday, a Sunday or a

bank holiday.

Best Execution Policy

Means the document setting out the approach we will take when executing investment instructions to

establish the best possible result for you.
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Business Day

Any day when the London Stock Exchange is open for business.

Cash

Any cash balances, interest, distributions and other amounts received or receivable as cash in your

account from time to time.

Cash Account

An interest-bearing account held by you with any of our custodians for the purpose of depositing:

1. Cash used to execute the purchase of Securities through the Tavistock Service on behalf of such

client;

2. Cash resulting from the disposal of Securities on behalf of such client; or

3. Dividends and interest received on behalf of such client, and from which may be deducted any

client charges;

Charges

means any charges payable in connection with your Account. This includes our charges, Asset charges,

TPPA charges, DFM charges, and Adviser charges.

Client

An individual with an operational account on the Tavistock Service. The client remains the beneficial

owner of cash and Securities held under that account. When we use the term 'you', we mean you as a

Client.

Client Money

means money of any currency (whether in the form of cash, cheque, draft or electronic transfer) which a

firm holds or receives for or from you, including money held by a firm as stakeholder, and which is not

immediately due and payable on demand to the firm for its own account.

Client Money Account

means a bank account managed by us via a range of regulated deposit takers. The operation of this Client

Money Account is subject to the FCA's Client Money rules.

Contract Note

The evidence that you have bought or sold an investment. This evidences the Securities you traded, the

price you received and when the transactions took place.

Corporate Actions

means an event which brings a change to an Asset. Examples of corporate actions are rights issues,

defunct issues, stock splits, mergers and name changes.

CREST

The computer-based system which enables Securities to be held and transferred in un-certified form is

operated by Euroclear.

Consolidated Tax Voucher (CTV)

This will be sent to you once a year following the end of tax year. The CTV provides is a statement of your

accounts gross tax position.
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Custodian

Performs transaction settlements for deals requested by Advisers and / or Clients, the latter being the

beneficial owners of the Securities. Also collects dividends.

Data Protection Act

The Data Protection Act 2018 is the UK's implementation of the General Data Protection Regulation

(GDPR).

Deposit Account

means a component of your Cash Account where Cash is held for the subsequent purchase of Assets.

Withdrawals can be taken from the Deposit Account or Reserve Account. If a Reserve Account does not

exist or have sufficient Cash in it, Charges will be taken from the Deposit Account. Any interest and

dividends received can also be placed in the Deposit Account.

Dilution Levy

An extra charge levied by a fund manager when you buy or sell units in a fund. The charge is designed to

offset any potential effect on the value of the fund of such purchases or sales. As such, it is most likely to

happen if the quantity of the units in the transaction is a significant proportion of the fund itself.

Discretionary Fund Manager (DFM)

means a business or individual authorised and regulated by the FCA and permitted to use the Service.

They may provide investment portfolio services (such as Asset allocation and selection) to Advisers in

relation to a Client's Account.

Discretionary Investment Management Agreement

An agreement between you, or an Adviser, and a DFM that allows the latter to provide investment

portfolio management services on your account.

Exchange

A recognised firm whose purpose is to allow listing and trading of Securities (for example the London

Stock Exchange).

Exchange-Traded Asset

means any Sterling denominated Security we make available to you. This includes: shares, warrants,

permanent interest-bearing shares, gilts, corporate bonds, exchange-Traded funds, exchange-Traded

commodities, investment trusts, or any other exchange-Traded Asset we make available to you for

investment within your Account.

Family Group

Immediate family with several accounts that are linked. Special charging arrangements are made for

Family Groups.

Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)

The Financial Conduct Authority, 25 The North Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London E14 5HS.

Financial Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS)

The FSCS is the compensation fund of last resort for customers of authorised financial services firms. If a

firm is unable, or is unlikely, to pay claims against it, the FSCS may be able to pay compensation to the

firm's customers.

Fund

means capital belonging to numerous investors used to collectively purchase Securities while those

investors retain ownership and control of their own Securities. Funds are either actively-managed (such
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as unit trusts and hedge funds) or passive (such as exchange-Traded funds) where they simply track an

index.

Fund Manager

means the person or people responsible for implementing a fund's investment strategy and managing its

trading activities. Fund Managers are paid a fee for their work, which is a percentage of the fund's

average Assets under management.

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

means the European Union (EU) regulation (EU 2016/679) on data protection and privacy covering all

individuals within the EU and the European Economic Area (EEA).

General Investment Account (GIA)

A taxable investment account.

HMRC

Her Majesty's Revenue and Customs.

Income

means all payments to you received as income, including any tax payments we reclaim for your Account.

Income Account

means a component of your Cash Account used to hold income from your Assets until paid to you or

credited to your Deposit Account.

In Specie

means to transfer the custodianship of an Asset from one company to another without the need to

convert the Asset to cash.

Intermediary

means an authorised person under Part IV of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.

ISA

means a New Individual Savings Account (NISA) managed under the ISA regulations. The terms ISA and

NISA are interchangeable.

ISA Manager

Platform One, as registered with the HMRC as an ISA manager.

ISA Regulations

Individual Savings Account Regulations 1998, as amended.

Joint Account

A Tavistock Service account, set-up in joint names for up to a maximum of four individuals.

Limit Orders

means an order placed to buy (below current price) or sell (above current price) a set number of

Exchange-Traded Assets at a specified price or better. Limit orders also allow a limit on the length of time

an order is valid before expiry. This is applicable only to Exchange-Traded Assets.

Market Timing

means the circumstance where the pricing of Assets may allow for a small window in which a major

market impact has not yet been reflected in the re-valuation of the Asset. For example, a Fund with a

Valuation Point of 12pm UK time may allow for trading in other time zones before it is re-priced.
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Minimum Cash Balance

means the minimum level of Cash that you must hold in your Account.

Model Portfolio

means a defined collection of Assets and Cash set up in order to achieve a predetermined investment

strategy. Model Portfolios normally reflect a certain risk profile. For example, a Model Portfolio may be

created that suits you with a cautious attitude to risk and will therefore invest in Assets and in relevant

proportions that suit a cautious attitude to risk.

Nominated Bank Account

A bank or building society account specified by you of which you are named holder. We accept this as the

account for any monies payable to you.

Nominee

means Platform One Nominee Limited or James Brearley & Sons Limited ("Brearley") or any other

nominee as directed by Platform One.

OEIC

Open-Ended Investment Company.

Over-The-Counter

means the execution of transactions, in a decentralised way, outside of an Exchange. It also means that

trades are undertaken between two parties without the need for a central clearing mechanism.

Ombudsman

means the Financial Ombudsman Service who may be contacted at Exchange Tower, London, E14 9SR.

Pension Fund

means the Cash and Assets of the Scheme attributable to you under each Arrangement, having regard to

contributions and transfer-in payments paid by or in respect of you, less any benefits and transfer-out

payments paid to or in respect of you and any Charges and fees that we deduct, adjusted to account for

any growth or loss in the Assets.

Person

means any natural person, partnership, joint venture, corporation (wherever incorporated), trust, firm,

association, government, governmental (or supra-governmental) agency, authority or department, or any

other entity, whether acting in an individual, fiduciary or other capacity.

Phased Investment Service

means the service provided by us that automatically invests contributions that have been paid into a

Wrapper Cash Account, into Assets on a regular basis. Please see Section 21.

Platform One

Platform One Limited provides the Wrap Service and is registered in the UK, number 6993268. Authorised

and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority number 542059. Head Office: Peartree Business Centre,

Cobham Road, Wimborne, Dorset, BH21 7PT.

Primary Holder

The first named person on the Tavistock Service Client Application form.

Qualifying Investment

means an Asset that qualifies for investment in an ISA under the ISA Regulations.
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Regular Investment Amount

means the amount invested or to be invested in Assets using the Regular Investment Service.

Regular Investment Service

means the ability to add Cash into a Cash Account on a monthly basis. Please see Section 19.

Regulations

means any law, legislations, instrument, rule, order, regulation, directive, by law or decision which applies

to, concerns or otherwise affects either party's obligations under this agreement as the same may be

amended or varied from time to time including the Finance Act 2004, FSMA 2000, the Data Protection

Act 2018, substantive legislation made under those acts, the ISA Regulations, any rules and regulations of

any Authority (including, without limitation, the FCA Rules).

Reserve Account

means a component of your Cash Account. Withdrawals can be taken from the Deposit Account or

Reserve Account. If a Reserve Account does not exist or does not have sufficient Cash in it, Charges will

be taken from the Deposit Account. Any interest and dividends received can also be placed in the

Reserve Account.

Security

A Security is a negotiable financial instrument that holds a monetary value - typically in the form of an

equity or a debt. An equity Security represents ownership interest held by shareholders in an entity (a

company, partnership or trust), realised in the form of shares. A debt Security represents money that is

borrowed and must be repaid, with terms that stipulate the size of the loan, interest rate and maturity or

renewal date.

Security Details

The username, activation code and password (or other security items as implemented by time to time)

issued to you in order to uniquely identify you on the online Tavistock Service.

Service

Synonymous with Tavistock Service.

Settlement

means the process by which Assets such as Exchange-Traded Assets and Funds are delivered from one

party to another. It involves the contractual exchange of these Assets and Cash between buyer and seller.

Stocks and Shares ISA

A tax efficient Wrapper for your Securities, within an ISA.

Structured Products

means Assets that invest money for a fixed period of time in order to achieve a return which may be

linked to the performance of other Assets or indices.

Tavistock

Tavistock Investments Plc whose registered office is at 1 Bracknell Beeches, Old Bracknell Lane, Bracknell,

Berkshire, RG12 7BW. Company No. 05066489

Tavistock Platform

Proprietary software system application, provided by Platform One (which is accessible via the internet

which facilitates dealings in Securities and funds and monitors investments and allows certain authorised

Users to manage Clients data, investments and submit applications for investments on behalf of such

Clients. Also, Platform One’s custody, administration and nominee services.
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Tavistock Service

means the online investment platform service provided by Platform One for Tavistock via a website using

the

https://tavistockplatform.com URL (or such other URL as Tavistock may determine from time to time).

Terms and Conditions

means this document.

Third Party Product Account (TPP)

A special Wrapper which contains the Securities of and is a constituent part of an investment product

provided by a third party e.g. a Self-Invested Personal Pension (SIPP) or an Offshore Bond.

Trade Date

means the date on which Assets are purchased through the Regular Investment or Phased Investment

Service. Usually the 15th of each calendar month, or the nearest trading day after the 15th.

Units

Income or accumulation units, or shares of any class, in a fund, including any fractions or decimals of

units.

US Person

This means any individual or non-individual that meets any one or more of the criteria of a US Person as

defined by either the US Securities Act or Internal Revenue Code as amended from time to time.

Valuation Point

The dealing time utilised by fund managers to price units that are either bought or sold.

Valuation Statement

A Valuation Statement will be emailed to your Financial Adviser each quarter. The statement will take into

account all Service charges that have arisen during the period.

Wrapper

means any General Investment Account (GIA), Third Party Product Account (TPPA) or Individual Savings

Account (ISA) held in the Tavistock Service. Some Wrappers are tax-exempt.

Year

A year beginning on 6 April and ending on the following 5 April. This is commonly known as the tax year.

You and Your

means any person entering the agreement with us to apply to become a Client of the Tavistock Service

by completing the relevant Tavistock Client Application form.

3. Interpretation

1. References to clauses and schedules are references to clauses and schedules to these Terms and

Conditions.

2. Headings are included for ease of reference only and shall not affect the interpretation of these

Terms and Conditions.

3. Where appropriate, words in the masculine include the feminine and words in the singular include

the plural and vice versa.

https://tavistockplatform.com
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4. Any reference to any statute or statutory provision shall include that statute or statutory provision

as from time to time amended, modified, replaced or re-enacted (whether before or after the date

of this agreement) and any order, regulation, instrument, by-law or other subordinate legislation

made under it.

4. Responsibilities

Tavistock and Platform One Responsibilities

1. Platform One will provide the Service and operate your Account in line with these Terms and

Conditions and the Regulations. You may also be required to agree to additional terms and

conditions relating to specific Wrappers or investment products available through the Service.

Tavistock reserve the right to replace the platform service provider where deemed appropriate for

the continuation of the Service.

2. Platform One act on an execution-only basis. This means that we do not give any financial, legal or

tax advice relating to your Account. We are not required to assess the suitability of your Account,

your Wrappers, or your Assets. You should seek your own financial, legal or tax advice from your

Adviser or another suitably qualified professional.

3. Platform One will treat you as a Retail Client. Retail Clients benefit from greater protection under

the Regulations than Professional Clients or eligible counterparties. You can ask to be treated as a

Professional Client and we may agree to do this if you meet the applicable criteria under the

Regulations, however we do not have to do so. If you request to be treated as a Professional Client

you should be aware that among the various protections lost, you may lose the ability to complain

to the Financial Ombudsman Service and the right to make a claim under the Financial Services

Compensation Scheme (FSCS). Please refer to your Financial Adviser if you wish to be treated as a

Professional Client.

4. Platform One have certain responsibilities to verify the identity and permanent address of their

Clients under UK anti-money laundering legislation. If you are resident in the UK, Tavistock may

undertake an electronic anti-money laundering check on the personal information you have

provided. This check will be undertaken by a reputable referencing agency which will retain a

record of that check. This information may be used by other financial institutions for fraud

preventative measures.

5. Platform One is authorised and regulated by the FCA, with theregistration number 542059.

Your Responsibilities

1. You are a Person with an Account on the Service and will comply with these Terms and Conditions

in so far as they apply to your Account and applicable Wrappers.

2. You will give your adviser, Platform One and Tavistock information we reasonably require to open

and operate your Account. For example, information to help us comply with anti-money laundering

regulations and guidance.

3. You have an Adviser who is appropriately authorised with us to manage your Account. They will be

responsible for providing instructions on your behalf. If you no longer have an Adviser appropriately

authorised to manage your Account, you must notify us. For further information on the impact of

this for you and your Account, please refer to Section 29.
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Your Adviser's Responsibilities

1. Your Adviser is responsible for providing you with financial advice and ensuring your Account, the

Wrappers within it, and your Assets are suitable for you.

2. Your Adviser will also administer and manage your Account in line with your agreement with them.

This may, for instance, include the trading of Assets and/or the appointment of a Discretionary

Fund Manager (DFM) to conduct certain activities in relation to your Account. Further information

on both trading (Sections 14–18) and the relationship with DFMs (Section 24) can be found later in

this document.

5. Eligibility

1. Platform One will only provide the Service to a Person that meets the requirements in (i) or (ii) of

this section. ISA Wrappers have other eligibility requirements. Further details can be found on page

35, 'Terms and Conditions Specific to ISAs'.

(i) Individuals

Platform One will only provide the Service to an individual if you are:

· Aged 16 or over; and

· Not a US Person.

If you meet these criteria, you can open an individual Account and/or a joint Account with a maximum of

three other individuals.

(ii) Corporate, Trust, and Charity Applications

You can open an Account if you are:

· A corporate entity (such as a private or public limited company, a limited liability partnership, a

partnershipor a sole trader); or,

· The trustee(s) of a trust (such as a will trust or a pension trust); or,

· A Charity.

1. If at any point you do not satisfy the above criteria (including the requirement to not be a US

Person) you must notify Platform One immediately. Platform One reserve the right to place

restrictions on your Account or close your Account if you no longer satisfy these criteria.

2. Please note that Asset managers (e.g. Fund Managers) may also apply eligibility criteria. This could,

for example, include restricting access to their Assets to UK residents only. As a result, you may not

be able to invest in certain Assets through the Service.
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6. Opening Your Account

Individual Account

1. You can invest in a range of Assets by opening anyone of the following types of Wrapper provided

you are eligible to do so:

· General Investment Account;

· Stocks and Shares ISA;

· Stocks and Shares Junior ISA;

· Third Party Product Account.

Joint Accounts and Corporate, Trustee and Charity Accounts

1. You can invest in a range of Assets by opening any one of the following types of Wrapper:

· General Investment Account;

· Third Party Product Account.

2. The range of Wrappers available will vary from time to time.

3. For a corporate, trustee or charity Account, Platform One will accept instructions from the Primary

Holder. You agree that the Primary holder is authorised to give instructions on your behalf and that

Platform One shall be entitled to rely upon any instruction given by the Primary Holder.

4. When you open a corporate, trustee or charity Account, Platform One may be required to identify

and where necessary verify the identity of all parties to the Account, and not just the Primary

Holder. It is vital that you keep Platform One informed about who has been appointed to give

instructions to us on your behalf and also any changes to Account information. Where appropriate,

Platform One will require full authorised signatory lists, minutes of meetings, or the trust or

variation deed appointing the Primary Holder.

5. For a corporate, trustee or charity Account, you must ensure you have the necessary authority

under Regulations and the constitution of the corporate entity, trust, or charity to open an Account

and invest in Assets. Platform One do not accept any liability for checking that any of the Accounts,

or the services provided under these Terms and Conditions, are suitable under the terms of the

corporate entity, trust or charity.

6. Your Account will start, and these Terms and Conditions come into force when we accept your

application and valid payment has been made. Valid payment means the amount paid into your

Account and includes:

· Cash such as single and/or regular payments;

· Transfer payments (including Asset transfers) from other product providers made into your

Account.

7. The minimum lump sum required to open a General Investment Account, Stocks and Shares ISA or

Junior ISA is £100. The minimum regular contribution amount is £50 a month (or equivalent amount

at different frequencies) for the General Investment Account, Stocks and Shares ISA and the Junior

ISA.

8. Please note that to invest in Third Party Products, the minimum amounts may be higher. For further

details please speak to your Adviser.
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9. Platform One will confirm to you and your Adviser by email that your application is accepted and

that your Account is open.

10. Platform One reserve the right to close uninvested small accounts (with values under £500) after a

year of inactivity.

Third Party Authority and Power of Attorney

1. You may ask Platform One to accept instructions from a third party by putting the request in

writing to us. If Platform One agree to accept the third-party instructions, it will need to perform

anti-money laundering verification checks on the third party before accepting instructions from

them. For example, where a third party is relying on a power of attorney, Platform One will require

a certified copy before we can accept instructions.

7. Cash Payments to Your Account

1. Cash payments must be made in Sterling and can be made as single lump sum payments or regular

payments.

2. Lump sum and regular contributions can be paid into your Account by cheque or electronically.

Cheques to Platform One should be made from a UK bank account in your name (either a personal

or joint bank account). Platform One may be able to accept cheques from third parties if they are

on your behalf (e.g. a solicitor acting for a trust), but reserve the right to reject these cheques if

sufficient evidence is not provided to confirm source of funds.

3. Building Society cheques must contain your name on the front, or on the rear of the cheque

accompanied by the Building Society's official stamp and signature. Cheques presented in any

other way will not be accepted. If your name is not included on the cheque, Platform One will

require a building society passbook or bank statement as evidence to confirm source of funds.

4. If a cheque or Direct Debit is rejected by Platform One's bank, Platform One will remove the

payment amount from your Account and apply an unpaid cheque fee to your Account. Please see

the Tavistock Schedule of Charges for further information. Please note we will not be liable to you

for any loss you may suffer arising from this.

5. You can make a payment into your Account electronically by BACS, CHAPS and standing order. Not

all types of electronic payment are available for each Wrapper and you should refer to the Wrapper

terms and conditions for more details. All payments submitted for business must be from a UK

bank account in your name (either your personal or joint bank account), or your Adviser's client

account (where your Adviser is authorised by the FCA to hold Client Money).

6. Payments should also quote your Client reference number and the Wrapper you wish the payment

to be applied to. In the event Platform One is unable to identify the Account into which a payment

should be paid, the payment will be returned to the originator within 10 Business Days and no

interest will be paid on the payments returned. Please note that neither Platform One or Tavistock

will be liable to you for any loss you may suffer arising from this.

8. Asset Transfers to Your Account

1. You may be able to transfer in existing Assets held in your name or from another product provider,
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subject to the terms of the Wrapper you have applied for with Platform One. This transfer process

is known as In Specie or re-registration.

2. The ability to re-register Assets will depend on Platform One offering the exact same Assets in the

Wrapper to which you want to re-register them. Platform One reserve the right to refuse to offer

these Assets to you on the Service or certain Wrappers.

3. Where Platform One can accept the re-registration of Assets, you will not be charged for this

transfer.

4. If you have chosen to transfer in existing Assets into your Account from other parties, Platform One

is reliant on those third parties providing adequate and accurate information regarding your Assets.

Consequently, Platform One cannot be held liable for any loss or damage incurred due to

inaccuracies, delays or failures in these third parties in providing Platform One with information or

the Assets themselves. This includes the opening value of your Assets before they are transferred

to Platform One (the 'book cost').

9. Transfers Between Accounts and Wrappers

1. You authorise Platform One to accept Cash transfer requests from your Adviser. This includes:

· Transfers between Wrappers within your Account, and

· Transfers from your Account to another Account belonging to another individual, for

example, a member of a Family Group.

2. Your Adviser is responsible for obtaining your authorisation to Instruct a transfer and for ensuring

any transfer is in accordance with Regulations. Neither Platform One or Tavistock accept any

liability for any tax or other Charges that apply to any transfer made.

10. Your Cash Account and Deposits – Ownership And Custody

1. Cash will be held in Platform One's Client Accounts in the name of Platform One, and with trust

acknowledgment status in accordance with the FCA Client Money rules.

2. Platform One hold Client Accounts under trust with a carefully selected range of deposit takers.

These deposit takers are all covered by the FSCS. This means that, in the event of the default or

insolvency of deposit takers, you may be covered up to the applicable limit for each separately

authorised deposit taker. However, should there be a shortfall in the Client Accounts after their

default or insolvency, you may have to share proportionally in that shortfall with any other Clients

who have Cash in the Client Accounts. For further information on FSCS and your eligibility to make

a claim please refer to your Adviser or the FSCS website.

3. Cash and Deposits are always held separately from Platform One accounts and from those with

whom we place the Cash and Deposits. As such, should we be wound up, your Cash and Deposits

will remain yours and any administrator will be obliged to return them to you as part of the wind

down process.

11. Your Cash Account - Interest

1. Interest due to Clients is calculated on the Cash held within their Account using the interest rates

and tiers quoted on Platform One's website. Where interest earned on Client money deposits
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exceeds the interest paid to Clients, Platform One will retain the margin. Please note that no

interest is due on cash in- transit held in the Platform One Client Money accounts.

2. This margin depends upon the aggregate interest paid to Clients and the interest rate received

from deposit takers with whom Platform One deposit Client monies. The average interest rates

paid to Clients and the prevailing rates change on a daily basis. Retaining this margin allows

Platform One to minimise the Service Charges, and to waive the annual Service Charge on Cash.

3. Cash held in your Account may earn interest once it has been identified as relating to your Account

and has been credited to your Account. The interest rate applied will be as stated on the Platform

One website. Platform One will not pay interest on non-Sterling Cash held in your Account.

4. Interest will be calculated and applied to your Account each month based on your daily Cash

positions. Interest will be applied net of any tax or other deductions as required by Regulations. For

example, interest earned on Cash held in a GIA, will be subject to a deduction of basic rate tax at

the prevailing rate. You will be responsible for including any interest in your annual tax return and

making any further tax payment if appropriate. We reserve the right to change the interest rates we

pay you without notice.

5. For further information on how interest rates are calculated as well as the latest interest rates

applicable, please speak to your Adviser or refer to our website. Platform One may replace or

appoint a deposit taker at any time.

12. Your Cash Account - Operation and Minimum Cash Balance

1. You must hold a Minimum Cash Balance in each Wrapper to meet any Charges. Where Platform

One deduct Charges for an ISA from your GIA, you can hold the Minimum Cash Balance for your ISA

either:

· within your ISA Wrapper;

· or within your GIA Wrapper (in addition to the Minimum Cash Balance for your GIA).

2. The Minimum Cash Balance that you must hold in each Wrapper is normally 1% of the value of all

Assets held within the Account. For example, if the value of your Assets is £300,000 the Minimum

Cash Balance applicable to you would be £3,000.

3. On the last Business Day of each month Platform One will review your Available Cash Balance. If, at

this time, your available Cash Balance is below 1% of the value of the Assets and Cash held within a

Wrapper, we will sell your Assets to restore the Minimum Cash Balance. For example, if the value of

your Assets and Cash in a Wrapper is £300,000 and your Available Cash Balance is only £1,000

Platform One will sell your Assets to restore the Minimum Cash Balance of £3,000. Neither Platform

One or Platform One will accept any liability where the sale is made at a disadvantageous time, has

a material effect on the balance of Assets within a Model Portfolio, or if you incur any tax liability.

4. Where Platform One is required to sell Assets to restore your Minimum Cash Balance, they will:

· Sell enough Assets to restore the Minimum Cash Balance. If there are restrictions imposed on

the number of shares/units which may be sold at one time, then the number of shares/units

sold may be significantly higher than is required to restore the Minimum Cash Balance;

· Sell sufficient Assets from the largest available daily traded Asset holding downwards. This

may include Assets which have been restricted. Where insufficient daily traded Assets are

held we will sell from the largest remaining available Asset holding downwards;

· Sell the entire holding if required to sell more than 95% of a holding;
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· Only sell holdings in whole shares/units and will round up to the nearest share/unit;

· Sell Assets from the GIA where Charges for an ISA are applied to a GIA. If there are

insufficient Assets to sell within the GIA, we will sell Assets from the relevant ISA to restore

the 1% Minimum Cash Balance within the ISA.

13. Ownership and Custody Of Assets

1. By agreeing to these Terms and Conditions, you authorise Platform One to direct and instruct the

Nominee to carry out our responsibilities under these Terms and Conditions. This includes

arranging for the Nominee to have custody of your Assets.

2. Custody assets will be registered in the name of Platform One Nominee Limited.

3. Platform One reserves the right to change or remove Custodians as appopriate.

4. Platform One is responsible for the acts and omissions of its chosen Custodians.

5. Platform One's Custodians will arrange to keep your Assets separate from Platform One's Assets.

As such, should any of the Custodians be wound up, your Assets will remain yours and any

administrator will be obliged to return them to you as part of the wind down process.

6. Your Assets will be registered in the name of the Custodian but will be beneficially owned by you at

all times. This means that the Assets will continue to belong to you if our Custodian becomes

insolvent.

7. The Custodian is not an authorised person under the Regulations. It can also only hold Assets and

does not carry out business in its own right.

8. Platform One reserves the right to change any of our Custodians or the structure of the Custodian

account in accordance with Section 30 'Changing Our Agreement with You'.

9. Any documents relating to the custody of Assets evidencing title (or the equivalent electronic

record) will not be lent to third parties or used as Security for borrowing.

14. Buying and Selling Assets

1. Platform One will offer a variety of Assets for you to invest in that may vary from time to time

including:

· Funds (e.g. Unit Trust or OEIC);

· Exchange-Traded Assets (shares, funds, investment trusts, corporate bonds etc);

2. The range of Assets available will vary depending on the Wrapper you select. Platform One may

add or remove the Assets available to you through the Service at their sole discretion.

3. There are risks associated with investing and these largely depend on the Assets you choose to

invest in. For more detailed information please refer to the Tavistock Key Features document as

well as the relevant documentation for your chosen Assets, such as a Key Investor Information

Document. If there is anything that you do not understand or agree with, you should discuss this

with your Adviser before investing.

4. The availability of Assets through the Service is driven by Adviser demand. Platform One does,

however, apply basic operational and regulatory criteria to Assets on the Service. For further

information please speak to your Adviser. The fact that an Asset is available does not imply that the

Asset is suitable to your needs.
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5. Platform One will assume that your Adviser is suitably qualified to understand the Assets that you

are choosing to invest in.

15. Instructing Us to Buy or Sell Assets

1. Order instructions to buy or sell Assets must be provided online via the Tavistock Platform Service.

Telephone and written instructions will normally only be considered for acceptance where the

order cannot be undertaken online. Please see Platform One's Best Execution Policy for more

information.

2. Orders placed through the Service may be sent directly to an Exchange without being viewed by

any individual member of our staff.

3. When you, your Adviser or DFM ask Platform One to buy or sell Assets, you must ensure there is

sufficient cleared Cash in your Account. Platform One and Tavistock cannot be held liable for any

loss you may suffer due to a delay to the processing of your order, caused by there being

insufficient cleared Cash in your Account. Once cleared Cash is available in your Account we will

place the order on your behalf.

4. Dealing via the Platform can only be actioned by your adviser. Please refer to section 31 for the

terms and conditions should you at any time you notify Platform One or Tavistock that you no

longer have an adviser .

5. You agree that your Adviser or DFM is authorised to provide Platform One with instructions on your

behalf. It is up to your Adviser to make sure, where relevant, an appropriate DFM agreement is in

place allowing a DFM to act on your or your Adviser's behalf. Platform One and Tavistock will not be

responsible for deals placed by them without your authority.

6. Clear Client details including Account number and Wrapper must be provided in order for Platform

One to allocate your Cash to your chosen Assets in a timely manner. Failure to provide these may

result in a delay to the investment or the Cash being returned to your Cash Account.

7. Instructions to us to buy and sell Assets on your behalf will be transacted directly with the third

party concerned (e.g. a Fund Manager), in accordance with Platform One's Best Execution Policy.

Platform One's Best Execution Policy is available from your Adviser or Platform One's website and

is designed to ensure that the best possible result is obtained for you.

8. Platform One will exercise all reasonable professional care in the execution of deals and selection of

brokers, bankers and other third parties which we may from time to time instruct or employ.

Accordingly, to the extent that Platform One do exercise all reasonable professional care, no

liability shall attach to Platform One or Tavistock whatsoever arising in respect of any loss or

diminution in the value of Assets.

9. By opening an Account with Platform One you consent to Platform One's Best Execution Policy.

Where applicable, you authorise Platform One to execute transactions on your behalf outside of an

EU regulated market (such as an Exchange or multilateral trading facility). You also authorise

Platform One to execute transactions on your behalf on an Over-The-Counter basis, where we

think this would be in your best interests.

10. Some orders may be aggregated and a bulk deal placed. The Best Execution Policy governs the

placement of this deal. When orders are disaggregated, there may be penny rounding differences

which cannot be allocated at Client level. Where this occurs, Tavistock will pay any such roundings

to our chosen charity annually.
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11. If for any reason part way through placing an order there is a failure of the Service and/or your

connection to the Service, then you should not repeat any instruction for that order without

contacting us first by telephone or email. This is required because your first instruction may have

been received, and completed, and if you repeat the instruction the same order may be completed

twice. In this event you will be liable for both orders.

12. You may be able to cancel an unexecuted order on your Account via the Service. However, please

note that deals shown to be pending on the are not real time as there is a slight delay between the

order being executed and it then being removed from the list of pending deals. Therefore, if an

order is shown as pending and you enter an instruction to cancel that order, if it has already been

executed by Platform One, then you will not be able to cancel the instruction.

13. Platform One can reverse the trade for you, but standard dealing Charges will apply. See Tavistock

Schedule of Charges for more information. In the event that we cannot reverse the trade, you must

enter an instruction to buy or sell as appropriate and you may not get back the original value of

your investment.

14. Platform One may cancel a transaction without notice where it is believed there is a valid reason.

This may include where Platform One are requested to do so by a third party involved in executing

a transaction such as an Exchange or a counterparty. Platform One or Tavistock will not be liable for

any loss you incur as a result of the cancellation in such circumstances.

15. Platform One reserve the right to reject an order. For example, levels of trading are actively

monitored and acceptance of orders from Clients who have a history of excessive trading or whose

trading has been disruptive may be refused.

16. Certain Assets may have a minimum trade value. This means that where a trade is placed for less

than this amount Platform One will reject the trade by removing it from your Account. You or your

Adviser will be notified that the trade has been rejected.

17. In instances where a payment to your Account is unpaid for any reason, you will be held

accountable for any loss that may arise due to market movement.

18. You are not permitted to trade to take advantage of Market Timing. You authorise Platform One to

discuss suspected Market Timing activity with relevant third parties (such as Fund Managers and

stockbrokers). Fund Managers are sensitive to market timing activities and may apply adjustments

after trades to account for major market movements. Platform One reserve the right to defer

Settlement, in accordance with Regulations, where there is a need to fulfil due diligence under FCA

or UK Anti-Money Laundering regulations.

19. Platform One can only deliver Assets or the proceeds of a sale to your Account when the Assets or

sale proceeds have been received from the other party to the transaction.

20.You should also be aware that due to the time it takes for some transactions to settle in certain

markets outside of the UK there may be a delay as to when Platform One receive sale proceeds.

21. The proceeds of the sale of an Asset will usually only be paid to your Account or to a UK bank

account in your name. In some instances, Platform One may agree to pay the proceeds to another

company appointed by you to act on your Account, for example an FCA regulated company or a

solicitor that operates a Client Money account.

22.Platform One will place any order in good faith and will assume you have understood that money

placed in Assets outside of the UK regulatory regime may not provide the same protection as those

based in the UK. For further information please refer to your Adviser and Section 36.

23.Platform One's policy in respect of the use of proceeds from trades is as follows:
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· Cash proceeds from confirmed (but not settled) sales can be used both on individual and

Model Portfolio orders.

· For individual orders, Assets from confirmed (but not settled) buys can be sold. This is not

allowed for Model Portfolio rebalances – Asset holdings must be settled before being sold.

· Platform One reserves the right to vary any aspect of the above policy without notice.

24.Platform One has discretion to apply Cash to an Account on a day other than a Business Day. After

you have made your investment, Platform One may have to adjust your holding (for example, on

the basis of instructions received from a Fund Manager or counterparty). Your holding will not be

adjusted where the proposed adjustment is £5 or less.

25.The Contract Note will be accessible through the Tavistock Platform Service. For Joint Accounts

the Contract Note will always appear in the name of the first Account holder. Where you request it

in writing the Contract Note will be sent by mail and is subject to an additional Charge. Please see

the Tavistock Schedule of Charge for more information.

16. Buying and Selling Funds

1. Once cleared Cash is available in your Cash Account, Platform One will endeavour to place any

trades within the next two Valuation Points. For some Funds the next available Valuation Point may

be later than one Business Day after the order has been placed.

2. Some Funds available on the Service are dual priced. This means that the price Platform One trade

at for these Funds fluctuates between the stated values and may be different to the price listed at a

particular point in time on the Service. It is your responsibility to research the pricing of any Funds

you select.

3. Fund Managers may automatically correct pricing errors and not inform us if it is below 0.5% of the

Fund value. There may be some occasions when your order is sold at the erroneous price and the

Fund Manager will not correct the price.

4. Some Fund Managers will only accept purchases or sales to the nearest decimal place as specified

by them. In such circumstances there may be small residual amounts of Cash which will be retained

within your Cash Account.

5. Settlement of a Fund sale will take place once cleared Cash has been received from the Fund

Manager. Usually this will be no later than 10 business days following receipt of all required

documentation.

6. Please speak to your Adviser for more information on specific terms relating to trading and pricing.

17. Buying and Selling Exchange-Traded Assets

1. Settlement of Exchange-Traded Asset transactions will usually be undertaken via CREST. Each

CREST transaction will normally be settled no later than 3 Business Days after the transaction date

and following receipt of all the required documentation. Settlement of non-CREST Exchange-

Traded Assets may take place later than 3 Business Days after the transaction date and following

receipt of all the required documentation.

2. Some Exchange-Traded Asset managers will only accept purchases or sales to the nearest decimal

place as specified by them.
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3. Platform One cannot accept trades that do not settle in Sterling in CREST. Overseas Exchange-

Traded Assets available on the Service must have an arrangement with CREST in order that they

can settle in Sterling. If a foreign exchange conversion rate is applied to a trade, this rate will be

provided by the relevant third party at the point of execution of the trade.

4. Settlement of Over-The-Counter trades will usually take place in accordance with the standard

settlement process (including timescales) for the Assets being settled.

5. Platform One may accept Limit Orders where you place limits on the price you are prepared to

accept for a trade. The Limit Orders will only be valid up to the expiry date you specify, and it is

your responsibility to monitor the expiry date.

6. Prices of Exchange-Traded Assets displayed within your Account will reflect the latest daily and

end-of-day prices respectively. Some Exchange-Traded Assets will price less frequently, such as

monthly. For trading purposes, these prices should only be used as an indicative price. Platform

One will reflect gilt prices as clean prices (prices that exclude any accrued interest).

7. Platform One will actively monitor Asset price movement and apply controls such as price

tolerance checking. For example, where Asset prices move by greater than 5% from the previous

Valuation Point.

8. Platform One will not:

· deal in suspended Exchange-Traded Assets;

· accept short positions;

· undertake stock lending.

18. Regular Investment Service

1. A minimum Regular Investment Amount of £50 per calendar month (or the equivalent amount for

different frequencies) is required. The Cash must be paid by Direct Debit from a UK bank account in

your name and will only be collected on the 10th of every month. A third party is unable to pay this

on your behalf.

2. The service is only available for individuals. It is not available for Trust, Charity and Corporate

Accounts.

3. The Regular Investment Service may only be set up for deposits into a GIA or ISA.

4. The Regular Investment Service cannot be used within the Model Portfolio service. However,

regular contributions can be invested in Model Portfolios.

5. You can change the amount you pay at any time, subject to the minimum requirement and any

Wrapper terms, such as the maximum annual ISA subscription amount set by HMRC.

19. Phased Investment Service

1. A minimum phased investment of £50 per calendar month is required (or the equivalent amount for

different frequencies). There is a minimum of £25 per Fund per phased investment. For Exchange-

Traded Assets, the minimum is the amount of the last known whole share price. Your Adviser may

also specify a minimum Asset value per phased investment.

2. Assets will be purchased for you providing your Available Cash Balance is sufficient to place the

trade and pay any applicable Charges, for example the Dealing Charge (please see the Tavistock
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Schedule of Charges for more information). Investments will be made on the 15th calendar day of

each month or the nearest applicable Business Day following this. Partial trades will not be placed.

You are responsible for ensuring your Available Cash Balance is sufficient on the Trade Date. If it is

not sufficient, your investment will not take place.

3. Investments will be made in accordance with Platform One's Best Execution Policy and you cannot

apply limit orders to the purchase.

4. Platform One will endeavour to process any instruction received on the next available Trade Date.

5. Platform One will continue to make purchases in accordance with your instructions until you vary

or remove your phased investment orders.

20. Withdrawals and Transfers from Your Account

1. Any withdrawal or transfer requests are subject to the Regulations and the Settlement of any

outstanding investment order(s), tax liabilities, and Charges. If Platform One do not know how

much the tax, Charges or other amounts will be, an amount of Cash may be retained that is

reasonable and appropriate. Any remaining Cash will then be paid to you or transferred out. If

payment to you results in full removal of the Account balance (for both Cash and Assets), Platform

One will close your Account immediately on settlement of the withdrawal.

2. You can make one-off withdrawals and also make regular withdrawals from your Cash Account,

subject to the Regulations applicable to the Wrapper you wish to make withdrawals from.

3. Regular withdrawals can be paid monthly, quarterly, half yearly and annually. They can only be paid

into your Nominated Bank Account and will only be paid on a Business Day. Withdrawals must be a

specified amount in pounds Sterling (GBP).

4. If there is insufficient cleared Cash in your Account to make the payment, the payment will not be

made. There may also be Wrapper restrictions that prevent withdrawals, please refer to the

relevant Wrapper terms and conditions for further details.

5. Fixed amount regular withdrawals can be paid from your Reserve Account or your Deposit

Account.

6. Subject to the Regulations relevant to each Wrapper, you can choose how you want 'Natural

Income' (for example interest and dividends from Assets) to be paid to you. This type of Income can

be paid to you from each Wrapper:

· At a certain frequency (monthly, quarterly, half yearly, or annually); or

· Upon receipt by us of the Income in your Cash Account.

7. Alternatively, you can request that the Income is not paid out to you and instead left in your

Income Account pending instructions or transferred and retained in your Deposit or Reserve

Account.

8. You may be able to transfer out the cash value of your existing Assets with us, or your existing

Assets to another provider.

9. The ability to re-register Assets will depend on the provider offering the exact same Assets in the

Wrapper to which you want to re-register them. Where Assets can be re- registered, you will not be

charged for this transfer. However, Platform One reserve the right, where necessary, to recover any

re- registration costs incurred in the re-registration process. This could be, for example, where

there has been a charge by the new provider. There may also be a charge levied by the previous

provider.
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10. Transfer requests must be provided by giving written Instructions to us or your Adviser. In the

event of transferring Assets from your Wrapper, you must cease all trading on your Wrapper in

those Assets.

21. Corporate Actions and Reports

1. The Assets you invest in may be affected by Corporate Actions. Some Corporate Actions require a

choice to be made in respect of your holdings in a particular Asset, such as a Fund. This choice is

also called an election. Where Platform One is aware of a Corporate Action requiring election, your

Adviser or DFM will be notified in writing detailing your election options within 10 Business Days of

receiving full details of the Corporate action. If Platform One does not receive instructions before

the election deadline, the default option as outlined in the communication.

2. Where a Corporate Action does not require election, your Adviser or DFM will be notified of the

details within 10 Business Days after the effective date of the Corporate Action.

3. Where a DFM has been appointed to manage your Assets (such as in a Model Portfolio) all

Corporate Action communications will be sent to your Adviser and the DFM.

4. If an instruction from you, your Adviser or DFM requires additional payment (such as a rights issue)

and there is insufficient Cash in your Cash Account, then this additional payment must be provided

to Platform One and received in the form of cleared cash before the election deadline. The default

option will be exercised if this is not the case.

5. If a Corporate Action results in a change to an Asset or creates Assets that cannot be held by

Platform One, One reserve the right to return the Asset to you if the terms of the Wrapper allow

this. If Asset cannot be held Platform One may request that your Adviser or DFM sells or switches

out of the Asset before the election deadline. Platform One also reserve the right to return the

Asset to you either in a dematerialised or certificated form.

6. Certain Corporate Actions (e.g. consolidations) may result in fractional allocations of shares and/or

Cash distributions. For example, if a consolidation applied 1 share for every 10 held, this could result

in a fractional entitlement. Fractional entitlements will be sold where possible, and the Cash

proceeds of under £5.00 will be donated to charity.

7. Platform One will not forward company reports which detail the performance and other

information relating to your Assets. These should be obtained from your Adviser. Platform One are

also unable to pass on to you any shareholder perks relating to Assets held by you.

8. Platform One will not contact you, your Adviser, or DFM (if applicable) regarding shareholders' or

unit holders' meetings or to vote. If you wish to attend these meetings or vote, please speak to your

Adviser who will be able to advise you of any associated charges for this.

22. Dividends and Other Distributions

1. Income (e.g. dividends and interest) generated by Assets will be collected by Platform One and

paid to your Cash Account and will start earning interest as outlined in Section 11 'Your Cash

Account – interest'.

2. Platform One will pay in to your Cash Account any Asset Income within 10 Business Days of

receiving both the cash and a valid tax voucher. Alternatively, if you have requested it, Asset

Income will be paid by BACS to your Nominated Bank Account, within 10 Business Days of Platform

One receiving both the cash and a valid tax voucher for each Asset Income.
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3. Platform One will not normally either reclaim excess withholding tax or submit Relief at Source

documentation for Asset Income received on non-UK Assets.

4. If you receive savings Income and you live in a certain territory (as prescribed by HMRC), your

details and details of any interest paid will be reported to HMRC as required under the Common

Reporting Standard. You will need to provide us with a Tax Identification Number (TIN) or place of

birth within the Tavistock Client Application Form or Client Agreement. Please speak to your

Adviser for further information on this.

5. Overseas residents can nominate to be placed in a gross Nominee Cash Account, where tax will not

be deducted from dividend/interest payments where managers of Assets (such as Fund Managers)

provide for this. You will be wholly responsible for managing your tax commitments. Your

Consolidated Tax Vouchers (CTVs) will indicate where a gross distribution has been applied.

6. Platform One receive Income both gross and net of tax. We will pass it on to you as we receive it.

However, tax reclaims will be made on behalf of Clients with holdings in a tax-exempt Wrapper (for

example, a SIPP or ISA) wherever possible, on a regular basis, and this will be credited to your

Income Account following receipt from HMRC.

23. Model Portfolios

1. Model Portfolios may be created by your Adviser or an appointed DFM. These Model Portfolios can

then be linked to your Account and your Assets managed in accordance with these Model

Portfolios. Some or all of your Assets can be invested at the same time in a Model Portfolio. Certain

Assets cannot be used in Model Portfolios, and your Adviser can confirm to you what Assets are

permitted.

2. You may have more than one Model Portfolio in operation at the same time within your Account.

Each Wrapper can only invest Assets in one Model Portfolio at a time.

3. When managing the Assets in your Model Portfolio, your Adviser or appointed DFM may, from time

to time, instruct Platform One to buy or sell Assets. For example, they may buy and sell Assets such

as Funds to realign these Funds to certain proportions, and so a certain percentage is allocated to a

particular Fund.

4. Please refer to Platform One's Best Execution Policy for further details of the approach we take

when carrying out investment instructions relating to Assets in Model Portfolios.

5. Where Model Portfolios are used, specific Charges may apply. These Charges may be different or in

addition to other Account Charges. Please refer to the Tavistock Schedule of Charges for further

details or speak to your Adviser.

6. If your Assets are no longer linked to a Model Portfolio, you will remain invested in these Assets and

no further rebalancing of Assets will take place.

7. Platform One is not responsible for maintaining your Account in respect of Model Portfolios.

24. Discretionary Fund Managers (DFMs)

1. You have the option to use a DFM to provide investment portfolio services in relation to your

Account or a specific Wrapper within your Account.

2. In order for a DFM to provide these services, a DFM must be given access to your Assets. Before

they can access your Assets or place orders on your Account:
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· A Discretionary Investment Management Agreement must be in place either between your

Adviser and a DFM; between you and a DFM; or between you, your Adviser and a DFM.

3. Where appointed by your Adviser, the DFM does not act for you but has an agreement with your

Adviser who acts as your agent.

· You must provide Platform One with evidence of your authorisation for the DFM to access

your Assets.

· DFM must also have appropriate terms with Platform One to be able to access the Service.

4. Any Assets allocated to a DFM will be managed by them in line with their stated investment powers

and limits. These powers and limits will be outlined in the agreement you and/ or your Adviser have

in place with a DFM.

5. You can appoint more than one DFM to your Account at any one time.

6. If you have agreed for a DFM Charge to be paid from your Account, and it is possible for Platform

One to do so, Platform One will pay the DFM Charge to the DFM.

7. Please speak to your Adviser for further information on the use of DFMs (including DFM Charges)

and for a list of the DFMs you may be able to use on your Account.

25. Service Charges

1. The possible Charges that could apply to your Account will depend on a range of factors including

(but not limited to):

· the value of your Account

· the Wrappers you invest in

· the Third-Party Products you invest in

· the Assets you invest in

· the terms of your agreement with your Adviser (and where applicable, DFM).

2. For details of the latest Charges applying specifically to your Account please speak to your Adviser.

3. Platform Charges may be subject to change. Should they change, you or your Adviser will be given

at least 30 days notice before the change is applied. This will not affect any of your rights to close

your Account and terminate the Terms and Conditions with Platform One and Tavistock.

4. The Service Charges that we apply to your Account will be affected by the terms of Platform One's

agreement with your Adviser. If you change your Adviser, different Service Charges may apply.

Your Adviser will provide you with the details of the Service Charges applying to your Account.

5. For further information on our Charges please refer to the Tavistock Schedule of Charges.

26. Adviser Charges

1. You must agree with your Adviser the amount you will pay them for advice and the services they

provide to you. You must also decide whether any Adviser Charges are to be deducted from your

Account or settled directly between you and your Adviser.

2. Platform One will deduct any initial or ongoing Adviser Charges you have agreed with your Adviser

from your Account.
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3. You may have agreed with your Adviser to use a DFM to manage your Assets. There may be an

additional Charge for this. This Charge will be agreed between you, your Adviser and your DFM.

4. If you have an Account from which Adviser Charges are being taken but it no longer has sufficient

value to pay these Adviser Charges, Platform One reserve the right not to pay these Adviser

Charges.

5. If you die, Adviser Charges will continue to accrue on your Account until the end of the calendar

month in which an original death certificate has been received. For further information, please refer

to Section 31.

6. For further details of the impact of your death on your Account, please refer to Section 31 'Ending

this agreement'.

27. Other Charges

1. Other charges on Assets may include Fund Charges, Exchange-Traded Asset Charges, Deposit

Charges, structured Product Charges, and Wrapper Charges. Further information can be found in

the relevant documentation of the Assets and by speaking to your Adviser.

Fund Charges

1. The Fund Manager of each Fund in your Account may levy a bid/offer spread or initial charge, an

Annual Management Charge, an exit charge on leaving the Fund and other fees. These Charges are

usually deducted directly out of the Assets within the relevant Fund.

2. Occasionally, a sale of a Fund will need to be adjusted after a trade has been executed. For

example, a Fund Manager may apply a "dilution levy" to the withdrawal from a fund. This is a re-

calculation of the impact of that sale on the overall value of a Fund. Under these conditions,

Platform One will contact you to explain any such further Charges being applied.

3. If a Fund in your Account is small, you should be aware that any Charges relating to the Fund may

have a disproportionate effect on the value of the Fund.

4. For further details of Charges applied by Fund Managers, please refer to their literature, and speak

to your Adviser.

Exchange-Traded Asset Charges

1. Charges may be applied such as Stamp Duty Reserve Tax (SDRT) and the Panel of Takeovers and

Mergers (PTM) levy. For further details of Exchange-Traded Asset Charges please refer to the

Exchange-Traded Asset literature and your Adviser.

Wrapper Charges

1. The Wrapper Charges are specific to the Wrapper selected by you and your Adviser. Please refer to

the Wrapper literature and speak to your Adviser.

Taking Charges

1. You must hold a Minimum Cash Balance in each Wrapper in order to meet Charges.
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2. Platform One will apply Charges (as detailed in the Tavistock Schedule of Charges) from the

Wrapper in which Assets are held, except:

· Where the Charges relate to Assets held within an ISA Wrapper, the Charges can be

deducted from a GIA providing a GIA exists, your adviser has requested this and has sufficient

Cash to cover the Charges;

· Where a Reserve Account exists within a Wrapper, Charges will be taken from the Reserve

Account, providing there is sufficient Cash. Where there is insufficient Cash all Charges will

be taken from the Deposit Account;

· Where the Model Portfolio facility is used inside a GIA and there is no Reserve Account, any

ISA Charges will be deducted from the ISA Wrapper, unless the ISA Wrapper contains

insufficient Cash. If there is insufficient Cash, the Charges will be deducted from the GIA

Deposit Account.

3. Where the Minimum Cash Balance within a specific Wrapper has not been restored and there are

insufficient available Assets to cover Charges due, you will be personally responsible for covering

the payment of these Charges. This means you must settle all Charges immediately following

notification of the amount. Where you fail to do so Platform One and Tavistock may cancel,

terminate and/or suspend this agreement with you without any liability to you. If we need to take

legal action against you for the recovery of our Charges, then you will be liable for any expenses

incurred by in doing so. This includes any legal fees.

4. Charges paid on your trades will be disclosed to you on the Contract Note made available after

each transaction. Other Charges will be shown on your statement.

5. All Platform One, Adviser and/or third-party Charges that we have deducted will be reflected on

your Valuation Statement every 6 months. However, there may be extra charges for services that

have been agreed with you about which Platform One or Tavistock are unaware. You should

consult your Adviser to understand your full charges and fees.

28. Taxation

1. Platform One do not provide you with any investment or tax advice. Please refer to your Adviser or

other suitably qualified professional for advice specific to your individual circumstances.

2. You will be wholly responsible for managing your tax commitments and paying any additional

liabilities. Levels of taxation and tax relief are subject to change.

3. Platform One is required under UK law to collect certain information about your tax residency and

may be obliged to share this and another account information with HMRC who may transfer this

information to the government of another territory where the UK has entered into an agreement

with them.

4. For further information on whether VAT will be applied to Charges please refer to the Tavistock

Schedule of Charges. It is your Adviser's responsibility to confirm whether VAT is to be applied on

Adviser Charges paid from your Account to them.

5. Where applicable, Platform One will provide you with a consolidated tax voucher each year, based

on our current understanding of current law and regulatory requirements. Platform One will

endeavour to do this within 90 days of the previous tax year end. This may assist you with

completing your tax return. Please refer to your Adviser for further details and advice.

6. Should you hold overseas Assets, it remains you or your Adviser's responsibility to ensure that you

have the correct tax position for your chosen Assets.
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7. If you invest in US-based Assets, it may be possible to obtain a reduced rate of withholding tax on

US income payments. This will be wholly dependent on your personal circumstances and receipt of

the appropriate US W-8 form. There is a charge for this service - please refer to the Tavistock

Schedule of Charges.

8. The collection and accuracy of any required tax documentation remains your responsibility.

29. Ending The Agreement With Adviser/Discretionary Fund Manager (DFM)

1. If you change your existing Adviser, you must notify us. Any new Adviser appointed by you must

sign a separate agreement with Platform One before we allow them to access and manage your

Account. Any new adviser will not be able to open new accounts for you on the Tavistock Platform

Service.

2. You will be classified as a "Client without an Adviser" where it has come to our attention you no

longer have an Adviser who is appropriately authorised to manage your Account. This could be

where, for example,

· Your agreement with your Adviser ends, and you no longer have an Adviser; or

· Your agreement with your Adviser ends, and your new Adviser does not have a separate

agreement with us to manage Clients on the Service; or

· The agreement between us and your Adviser has been ended.

3. Becoming a Client without an Adviser will have the following consequences:

· We will write to you confirming that you do not have an Adviser, outlining any restrictions

that may apply to your Account, as well as the options that are available to you. As this is an

Adviser based platform you will not be able to transact on your account via the online

service. Restrictions may include new investments.

· Platform One will stop paying Adviser or DFM Charges from your Account. You may still be

liable to pay the Adviser or DFM for any advice you have received and you will need to settle

this with them directly;

· If you are invested in a Model Portfolio, this will end, and you will remain invested in the

Assets that formed your Model Portfolio.

4. The Service is designed to be used by Clients who receive financial advice from an Adviser. Where

you buy and sell Assets without the advice of an Adviser, you must take sole responsibility for this

action and accept and acknowledge the risks involved in these transactions.

5. It is important that you understand we are not responsible for assessing whether the Service,

Wrappers, transactions, or Assets are suitable for you.

6. Where we have restricted your Account so that you cannot buy any Assets, we will require you to

complete an appropriateness form and declaration before we allow you to buy any Assets. You will

not be able to execute an investment into an Asset that is defined by the FCA as a "complex

product".

7. Should you appoint a new adviser who is not authorised to use the Tavistock Platform Service, you

will be treated as a client without an adviser and provided with the option to transfer to a new

Platform of your choice or transfer to the Platform One UK Service. Should you decide to transfer to

the Platform One UK Service additional charges may apply. This will be communicated to you at the

time of notification.
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Discretionary Fund Managers

1. If a DFM has been appointed to your Account, they will continue to have authority to access and

manage relevant Assets in your Account until:

· Your death;

· You or your Adviser ends this authority;

· Platform One ends the authority of the DFM, or Adviser to access and manage accounts on

the service.

· The DFM ends their relationship with Platform One, you, or your Adviser.

2. In the event of a DFM or Adviser no longer being associated with your Account, Platform One will

stop paying DFM Charges from your Account to the DFM. You may still be liable to pay the DFM for

any service you have received.

30. Changing Our Agreement With You

1. Platform One and Tavistock may change these Terms and Conditions from time to time in whole or

in part. We can do this for the following reasons:

· to conform with any legal, regulatory, FCA Rule, Prudential Regulation Authority Rule, HMRC

Rule or code or practice requirements or industry guidance;

· to reflect any decision or recommendation by a court or the Financial Ombudsman Service;

· to allow for the introduction of new or improved systems, methods of operation, services or

facilities;

· to reflect changes in the cost of providing the services to you, including any direct costs

Platform One or Tavistock are required to pay to others;

· to reflect changes in market conditions;

· to make them clearer or more favourable to you; or

· for any other valid reason.

2. If we change any of these Terms and Conditions, we will give you at least 30 days written notice,

except where the change does not disadvantage you or is required in order to comply with

Regulations.

3. Where the change does not disadvantage you or is required in order to comply with Regulations,

we will notify you of these changes via an update to our Terms and Conditions available on the

Service, as well as a written communication to you. You can also get the most up-to-date version

of these Terms and Conditions from your Adviser.

4. If you are not satisfied with a change, you will be entitled to terminate your Account under these

Terms and Conditions and we will not charge you for terminating your Account in these

circumstances. However, please note you may still have to pay applicable fees and Charges as

outlined in the Tavistock Schedule of Charges.

5. If you do not notify us that you are dissatisfied with any changes to these Terms and Conditions

before the end of the notice period, you will be treated as accepting the change.

6. No change will affect any outstanding order or transaction or any other legal rights or obligations

which may have arisen before the date of the change.
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31. Ending This Agreement

Cancellation

1. You are able to cancel your Account up to 30 days after you receive our confirmation of its

establishment (your "cooling off period"). However, if you have provided an instruction to invest

your Cash, you may get back less than you have invested and if there is any gain in the value of your

Assets up to the point at which you cancel this gain will not be returned to you.

2. You may ask Platform One to put your Cash into your Deposit Account for the 30 days of your

'cooling off period', and if you then decide to cancel your Account you will receive back the original

amount.

3. If you cancel your Account within the cooling off period you will not be refunded any Adviser

Charges deducted from your Account on your Adviser's behalf. You will need to negotiate with your

Adviser about refunding any of these Adviser Charges. Once you have cancelled you may still be

liable to pay your Adviser for any advice received. This may include outstanding Adviser Charges

which have not yet been deducted from your Account. It may also include the payment of Adviser

charges that you will need to settle with your Adviser directly.

4. On receipt of written instructions to cancel, Platform One will execute instructions to sell any

Assets purchased. The cancelled amount will not be returned until it has been cleared.

If You Die

(A) Individuals

1. In the event of your death, these Terms and Conditions will be binding on your legal

representative(s). They must inform us as soon as possible after your death. Upon notification of

your death Platform One's records will be updated accordingly and no further information

regarding your Account will be sent to your home address. Your Adviser or legal representative(s)

will be notified that sight of an original death certificate is required to commence the death claim

process. There may be additional requirements, depending on the Wrappers you are invested in.

For further information please refer to the relevant Service Terms and Conditions.

2. Once a death certificate has been received, your Adviser or Legal representative(s) will no longer be

allowed to buy, switch, redirect or sell Assets. Your Assets will continue to be exposed to

movements in the market and may fall in value as well as rise. Your legal representative(s) will also

be unable to take withdrawals or make any payments to your Account.

3. To access your Account, your Adviser or legal representative(s) will need to send evidence of this

death – Grant of Probate or Letters of Administration. Once we have received a Grant of Probate or

Letters of Administration (or where applicable, a copy of your will), to enable the distribution of

your Assets or Cash accordingly.

4. Service Charges will continue to accrue until all Assets or Cash have been paid to the beneficiaries

of your estate.

(B) Joint Accounts

1. In the event of the death of a Joint Account holder, the Account will be transferred to the
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ownership of the remaining Joint Account holders upon receipt of a copy of an original death

certificate.

(C) Your Adviser and DFM (where applicable)

1. Your Adviser will continue to be able to access your Account after your death, until Platform One

and Tavistock are otherwise instructed by your legal representative(s). Adviser Charges will

continue to accrue on your Account until the end of the calendar month in which we receive an

original death certificate. If your legal representative(s) choose to retain the services of your Adviser

to manage your Account, they will need to provide us with authority for Adviser Charges to

continue past the end of the month in which your death is confirmed.

2. If a DFM was appointed to your Account, they will no longer have the authority to access and

manage relevant Assets in your Account. Platform One will stop any payments of DFM Charges

(where applicable). Your legal representative(s) may still be liable to pay your Adviser or DFM for

any advice or service you have received. If your Account is invested in a Model Portfolio, your

Adviser will stop your Account from being linked to the Model Portfolio. You will therefore remain

invested in these Assets and no further rebalancing of Assets will take place.

(D) Wrappers

1. Any ISA tax benefits will cease on your death and Platform One will manage any tax due to HMRC

from the date of death by transferring your Assets to a GIA.

2. The procedure for Assets in a TPPA will depend on the respective third-party product terms and

conditions and they should be informed of the death as soon as possible. Platform One will then

act on the instructions of the third-party product provider.

32. Closing Your Account

1. You may close your Account and end these Terms and Conditions at any time by providing us with

written notice. We may close your Account and end these Terms and Conditions immediately if you

commit a material breach of these Terms and Conditions. We will write to you to tell you this. This

could, for example, include a breach that is detrimental to our reputation. Otherwise, we may close

your Account and end these Terms and Conditions by giving you at least 30 days written notice.

2. Notice will take effect immediately upon receipt of instructions by us or you. Interest on your Cash

Account ceases to be earned when the closure of your Account is confirmed.

3. Closure is subject to the settlement of any outstanding investment order(s), tax liabilities, and

Charges. If we do not know how much these amounts will be, we will keep an amount of Cash that

we feel is reasonable and appropriate, and any remaining Assets will be transferred out.

4. Following Settlement, Platform One will close your Account and transfer your Assets to you unless

an instruction is received to transfer these Assets to another Person or this is required due to the

Wrapper Regulations, such as a financial services organisation. The payment to you will normally be

by BACS credit to your Nominated Bank Account.

5. Should any payments (e.g. interest, dividends, tax reclaims) arise after closure, these will be paid to

you except for payments received by us of £1 or less which will be written off and paid to charity.

6. When your Account is closed any Adviser Charges deducted from your Account on your Adviser's
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behalf will not be refunded to you. You will need to negotiate with your Adviser about refunding

any of these Adviser Charges.

7. Once you have closed your Account you may still be liable to pay your Adviser for any advice

received. This may include outstanding Adviser Charges which we have not yet deducted from your

Account. It may also include the payment of Adviser Charges that you will need to settle with your

Adviser directly.

Dormant Accounts

1. If at least twelve years pass and during that period there have been no trades placed in your

Account, following reasonable steps to contact you as per the FCA's safe custody asset rules.

Platform One may begin the process of closing your Account and pay the proceeds to a charity of

its choice. This excludes transactions that are routine such as payments or receipts of Charges,

Interest or similar items.

2. If at any time in the future you contact Platform One and ask for payment, Platform One will, once

your identity, has been checked pay what is due to you. The amount due will be the a sum equal to

the value of your assets at the time they were liquidated or paid away.

33. Liability

1. Throughout these Terms and Conditions, Platform One and Tavistock have outlined both your own

and our liabilities. In this Section, we have outlined further relevant clauses in terms of our or your

liabilities.

2. The Tavistock Platform Service and Platform One do not offer advice on investment, legal matters

or tax. You should seek such advice from your Adviser. We are not responsible for any loss resulting

from advice that you receive from your Adviser.

3. You agree to accept full responsibility for all instructions placed and to release us from any liability

for executing instructions which you, your Adviser, or the DFM place using the Service. You

acknowledge that all instructions made via the Service are at your sole risk. You agree that you will

be liable for any tax or other Charges arising from any transactions made through your Account.

4. If you have a Joint Account, you will each be responsible for any money owing on your Account,

including any fees or legal responsibilities, both individually and jointly. This means that if one of

you is unable to repay the money owing, the other individual(s) can be required to pay the amount

due in full, even if your relationship has changed or ended.

5. We reserve the right to take properly incurred Charges and liabilities from your Assets on the

Service. The properly incurred Charges and liabilities include those arising from deals placed with

third parties upon your instruction. These may include dealing Charges, initial fees, fund exit

charges and dilution levies. These properly incurred Charges may be levied (for example) by

Advisers, DFMs, third party product providers and Fund Managers. Where possible, we will declare

these Charges clearly in advance of your instruction.

6. In no event will Platform One or Tavistock be liable to you or anyone else for any event which is

outside the reasonable control of the parties (and which does not relate to or arise by reason of

fraud, wilful default or negligence of the party seeking to rely on the event) including, without

limitation, fire, war or civil unrest, Act of God, revolution, act of terrorism, flood or other adverse

weather conditions, pandemic, any strike or industrial action and/or government regulation but

excluding any failure to perform by any sub- contractor and/or agent of any party (except to the
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extent an Event of Force Majeure affects such sub-contractor or agent), any strike or industrial

action of any Party's employees and/or any shortage of materials or supplies unless such shortage

can be reasonably shown to afflict the entire industry in which the relying party operates for the

purposes of these Terms and Conditions.

7. You will be responsible to Tavistock and Platform One's Nominee for any liability or loss which we

or our Nominee may suffer or incur (including taxes for which you are primarily liable and any

expenses reasonably and properly incurred) in the proper course of administering your Account,

except to the extent arising from any negligence, wilful default or fraud on the part of ourselves or

our Nominee.

8. We will only accept electronic messages / written instructions in order to avoid possible disputes

of instructions. In the absence of such instructions, Tavistock and Platform One will not accept any

liability regarding unexecuted or wrongly executed deals.

9. Nothing included in the Service constitutes an offer or solicitation to sell Assets by anyone in any

jurisdiction in which such an offer, solicitation or distribution would be unlawful or in which the

person making such offer or solicitation is not qualified to do so or to anyone to whom it is unlawful

to make such offer or solicitation.

10. Tavistock and Platform One maintain professional indemnity insurance in respect of our activities.

34. Communication

Usage of our Service

1. The Service is available via the Internet. Please consult your adviser or Platform One to find out

more about access.

2. We aim to make our Service available 24 hours a day, but we cannot guarantee that it will always be

available. We practicable we will give advance notice of this, but this may not always be possible

and/or practical for business reasons.

3. The Service may be temporarily unavailable or restricted for routine, administrative, maintenance

or other reasons. If this happens we will try to restore availability as soon as possible. You may also

be unable to access the Service because of the in-operation, inefficiency or unsuitability of your

equipment and/or the internet or other telecommunication services.

4. We do not accept any liability for any loss or damage arising out of or in connection with such

service disruption.

5. You agree not to copy, reproduce or redistribute, in whole or in part, any information or data

contained as part of the Service except for the purposes of accessing and using the Service for your

own personal use. Information on the Service is subject to copyright with all rights reserved.

6. You agree not to use the Service for any illegal or improper purpose including, without limitation,

the transmission of defamatory or obscene material. You shall fully compensate us in respect of any

loss suffered by us as a result of any breach of this prohibition by you.

7. We try to ensure that the information available on the Service at any one time is accurate and not

misleading. However, the Service does contain links to other websites and resources provided by

third parties. We are not liable for any loss or damage arising from the use of these websites or

inaccuracy, errors or omissions in the information provided by third parties.
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Security

1. All information passed between the Service and Clients or Advisers is encrypted using a secure

internet standard.

2. If you have been provided with online access to our Service and your Account, you will be provided

with an Account number and login details. You will be able to choose your own password and

security questions when you register.

3. You will not disclose your Security Details to any other person, including your Adviser.

4. You instruct us to accept as genuine and duly authorise any instruction placed using your Security

Details. Unless you advise us that your Security Details have been compromised any instruction

using them will be deemed valid.

Communication to us

1. You and your Adviser agree to monitor and manage your Account and report to us immediately any

errors you believe exist. For example, instructions not executed, incorrect trades, transfers,

valuations or deductions from your Account. We may not be liable for the cost of errors identified

by you after 14 days from the original instruction. Please note that, if you have set up access, you

will be able to view your Account online. You will also receive half-yearly statements.

2. You will notify us immediately if there is a material change to your circumstances or status. For

example, if you become a US Person you must notify us immediately as we will be required to pass

on information about your Account to HMRC under the terms of the UK-US inter-governmental

agreement.

3. You will inform us as soon as possible if there are any other material changes to your

circumstances. For example, your contact details or Nominated Bank Account.

4. Communication will generally be between you and your Adviser who is responsible for instructing

us and informing you of any information we may pass to them relating to you.

5. You may communicate with us in writing, by telephone or by e-mail. We may require certain

instructions to be given to us through a specific medium.

6. Except as otherwise provided, notices to us should be sent to our Registered Address. This is:

Peartree Business Centre, Cobham Road, Wimborne, Dorset, BH21 7PT.

7. Where appropriate, notices should be signed by you.

Joint Accounts

1. If you have a Joint Account, we will (unless one of you instructs us otherwise) accept instructions

from any one of you. This means that you are each responsible for all transactions carried out on

the Account; and any one of you can request the full balance of the Cash and Assets to be

withdrawn from the Account. Any one of you may instruct that we only acceptinstructions from all

of you acting together. If this happens:

* We will only act on your instructions if they are in writing and signed by all of you; and

* We will not be able to accept any instructions you provide us by telephone or by using the Service

website, as these methods of communication are designed to only allow us to accept instructions

from any one of you.
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Communication to you

1. We will send you encrypted emails where there is a need to communicate sensitive information. If

you have any problems opening encrypted emails, please contact us.

2. Notices and other communications to you, including any changes to these Terms and Conditions,

will be sent to you either by post to the address we have on record for you or by e-mail to your last

known e-mail address. They may also be copied to your Adviser.

3. Joint Account notices and other communications will be sent to the latest relevant postal or e-mail

correspondence address provided to us. Notices and communications will be sent to all Account

holders, except for Consolidated Tax Vouchers which will be sent to the Primary Holder only.

4. For trustee, corporate, or charity Accounts, notices and other communications will be sent to the

latest relevant postal or e-mail correspondence address provided to us. Notices and

communications will be sent to all Account holders, except for Consolidated Tax Vouchers which

will be sent to the Primary Holder only.

Statements, Valuations and Contract Notes

1. You, or your Adviser on your behalf, can check the latest valuation of your Account by logging into

the Service. We will also produce and make available to you and your Adviser a valuation and

statement every three months. This will be available Online via your Tavistock Platform log in.

2. You are required to check your Valuation Statement and in the event of any queries or concerns to

contact your Adviser immediately.

3. Platform One reserve the right to correct any erroneous records relating to your Account without

prior reference to you.

4. Where applicable, Platform One will provide you with a consolidated tax voucher each year. We will

endeavour to do this within 90 days of the previous tax year end. This may assist you with

completing your tax return – please refer to your Adviser for advice specific to your individual

circumstances.

5. In addition to tax vouchers and statements we will also provide Contract Notes for each transaction

executed for your Account. These will be available online within the Service.

6. You can request additional Consolidated Tax Vouchers, additional statements and written Contract

Notes from us, but these will incur Charges as referred to in the Tavistock Charges Schedule.

35. Policies

Data Protection and Privacy

1. In accordance with the Data Protection Act 2018 which encompasses the European Union's General

Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), Platform One and Tavistock will treat all personal data received

as confidential and ensure that it will be secure and used solely for administering your investments.

In doing so, Platform One may use external agents, custodians and / or outsourced administrators

to provide some of the necessary services and shall ensure that such external agents, custodians or

outsourced administrators are also obliged to manage all personal data in accordance with the

GDPR.

2. Platform One will carry out money laundering and identity verification checks. This may involve

checking the details you supply against those held on databases that may be accessed by a
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reputable third-party company that carries out checks on our behalf. This includes information

from the Electoral Register and fraud prevention agencies. We will use scoring methods to verify

your identity. A record of this search will be kept and may be used to help other companies to

verify your identity. We may also pass information to other organisations involved in the prevention

of fraud. If false or inaccurate information is provided or fraud is suspected, this will be recorded

and may be shared with other organisations.

3. Your personal data may also be shared with Platform One's or Tavistock's regulator, auditors, legal

and financial advisers, other financial institutions connected with your investments (e.g fund

managers), authorised agents, third party service providers, authorised law enforcement agencies

and local authorities.

4. Personal data will not be passed to any other external parties unless we have explicit permission, or

Platform One or Tavistock have a legal obligation or duty to do so.

5. If you provide Platform One or Tavistock with information about other investors, you confirm that

they have appointed you to act for them to consent to the processing of their personal data and

that you have informed them of our identity and the purposes (as set out above) for which their

personal data will be processed.

6. Under the terms of the GDPR, you are entitled to ask for a copy of the information Platform One

and Tavistock hold about you – normally without incurring a fee. In addition, if you become aware

that any of your personal data is incorrect, please contact your Financial Adviser in the first instance

to ensure such personal data inaccuracies are rectified.

7. Please read Tavistock and Platform One's full Data Protection & Privacy policy (available on the

website home page) as this explains the roles and responsibilities of Platform One, Tavistock and

your Adviser in the context of the Data Protection Act 2018.

Conflict of Interest

1. Policy under which conflicts are managed with a view to minimising the risk of detriment to Clients.

Please see our Conflicts of Interest Policy for more information. This is available on Platform One's

website or speak to your Adviser.

Complaints

1. In the event of a complaint, you can write to Platform One Client Services, Peartree Business

Centre, Cobham Road, Wimborne, Dorset, BH21 7PT or by phone on 0845 600 5360. Our full

Complaints Policy is available on our Service website or speak to your Adviser. A hard copy is also

available on request.

2. Our Complaints Policy sets out our commitment to you, outlining the service you can expect when

you contact us. It also gives details on our targets in responding to correspondence, together with

assurance on the quality of our response.

3. If your complaint has not reached a satisfactory conclusion, you have the right to refer your

complaint to the Financial Ombudsman Service (FOS), by writing to: The Financial Ombudsman

Service, Exchange Tower, London, E14 9SR. Telephone: 0800 023 4567. A FOS brochure is available

on request from us or by visiting http://www.financial-ombudsman.org.uk.

http://www.financial-ombudsman.org.uk
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Anti-Bribery and Corruption

1. We have implemented and will maintain a suitable anti- bribery and corruption policy which covers

all aspects of our business.

36. Compensation

1. If Tavistock, Platform One or any of the providers of Wrappers or Assets through your Account

cannot meet any financial obligations, you may be able to claim compensation from the Financial

Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS). The compensation you may receive will be based on the

FSCS rules and whether you are eligible to make a claim. You could lose some or all of your Assets.

2. Should you be entitled to compensation from the FSCS, you may be able to recover up to 100% of

the first £85,000 that you placed in Assets n your Account.

3. Should you be entitled to compensation from the FSCS, you may be able to recover up to £85,000

of Cash per deposit taker (including money you have placed in Deposits) that is held in your

Account.

4. Should a Fund Manager fail financially, as long as you have selected one covered by the UK FSCS

(and the Fund Manager literature will tell you that), your investments in a Fund would be covered at

the relevant FSCS rates subject to your eligibility for compensation.

5. You should refer to any literature available in relation to other Assets for further clarity. For

example, Exchange- Traded Asset and Deposit literature. You should also refer to any literature

relevant to the Wrappers you invest in. More information about the protection provided by the

FSCS including detail on limits and eligibility can be found on the FSCS website (

http://www.fscs.org.uk).

37. Terms and Conditions Specific to Individual Savings Accounts (ISAs)

The terms and conditions in this section apply to the Stocks and Shares ISA offered by Tavistock via

Platform One. Where they conflict with other areas, then this section will take priority. We or Us in this

section relates to Platform One.

ISA Manager Services and Your Responsibilities

1. Platform One will be the ISA Manager and will administer the ISA in accordance with the ISA

Regulations and these ISA Terms and Conditions.

2. In the case of any inconsistency between these ISA Terms and Conditions and the provisions of the

ISA Regulations, the latter shall prevail.

3. Your appointment of us as the ISA Manager shall take effect on the "Effective Date" being the date

on which the ISA Manager receives the duly completed Tavistock Client Application Form or Client

Agreement. You warrant that cheques will be honoured on the first presentation. These ISA Terms

and Conditions shall come into force on the Effective Date.

4. The ISA Manager will, in accordance with the Regulations, make reclaims, conduct appeals and

agree on your behalf, liabilities for and relief from tax in respect of the ISA. You authorise the ISA

Manager to provide HMRC with all applicable details of your ISA.

http://www.fscs.org.uk
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5. You will provide us with all information that the ISA Manager may reasonably require to enable

them to carry out their duties as an ISA Manager.

6. You also undertake to inform us of any changes to the information given in the application or

transfer form in respect of the ISA or if any of the declarations contained in the application form in

respect of the ISA cease to be true. You will immediately inform us in the event of your ceasing to

be eligible to subscribe to or to hold an ISA.

7. Ongoing non-dealing related Charges relating to an ISA (for example, the annual Service Charge

and ongoing Adviser Charges) will be taken from a GIA outside of your ISA. Please note that

Charges related to the transaction (dealing or dilution levies etc) must be taken from the ISA.

8. Your ISA Account cannot be taken overdrawn. If we need to take Charges from the ISA Account

and it does not contain sufficient Cash, we will undertake the procedures for restoring your

Minimum Cash Balance as described in the main Terms and Conditions under Section 12 'Your Cash

Account – operation and Minimum Cash Balance'.

9. You must have a valid subscription for the purpose of HMRC ISA Regulations. Should any payment

transaction fail, the Instruction must be unwound. If you have already invested, all Account

transactions will be transferred to a GIA, pending payment.

ISA Subscriptions

1. The maximum annual subscription into an ISA is subject to the maximum as outlined in ISA

Regulations. This maximum annual subscription amount may be varied in accordance with the ISA

regulations as amended from time to time.

2. To subscribe to a Stocks and Shares ISA, you have to be an individual aged 18 or over and be

resident in the UK for tax purposes. Crown employees, such as diplomats or members of the armed

forces, who are working overseas and paid by the Government are eligible to open an ISA and their

spouses or civil partners can also open an ISA.

3. If you open an ISA in the UK and then go to work/live abroad, you cannot continue adding money

into the ISA (unless you are a Crown employee working overseas or the spouse or civil partner of a

Crown employee working overseas). Your ISA will remain and, on your return, you can start putting

money in again (subject to the normal annual limits).

4. You will be required to make a declaration to Platform One, as ISA manager, that the information

contained in your application for an ISA is correct.

5. We reserve the right to require proof of status and eligibility for an ISA before accepting any

application.

6. We do not provide or offer access to Cash ISAs through our Service. Cash can, however, be held

tax-free in your ISA Account.

7. You have not subscribed and will not subscribe more than the overall annual subscription limit in

total to a Cash ISA and a Stocks and Shares ISA in the same tax year.

8. You have not subscribed and will not subscribe to another Stocks and Shares ISA in the same tax

year that you subscribe to this Stocks and Shares ISA.

9. If you pay a subscription to your ISA by a cheque that fails to clear or a Direct Debit that is

subsequently reversed, that subscription will be treated as if it had never been made for the

purposes of these Terms and Conditions and the ISA Regulations. If you had already invested your

invalid subscription, we place these dealing orders into a GIA on your behalf, or transfer them to

your existing GIA, if you have one. In either scenario, if you're in a deficit cash position, unless the
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Minimum Cash Balance has been restored within 30 days we will sell Assets from the largest

available daily traded holding downwards to cover the deficit. Where insufficient daily traded

holdings are held we will sell from the largest remaining available holding downwards. You will

personally be responsible for any additional deficit should the market value of the Assets have

fallen and the Minimum Cash balance cannot be restored.

10. If you pay a subscription to this Stocks and Shares ISA for a future tax year, we will place the

monies in a GIA until they can be applied as a subscription on the first Business Day of the future

tax year. Until the monies are placed in your Stocks and Shares ISA they will not be treated as ISA

benefits; we will deduct tax at the standard rate (20%) and you will be responsible for declaring any

further tax to which you may be liable. We will issue you with a consolidated tax voucher reflecting

any tax deducted.

11. If you pay a subscription to this Stocks and Shares ISA for a future tax year, we will hold the monies

in our Client Account on behalf of you, but monies will not earn interest prior to being applied as a

subscription on the first Business Day of the future tax year.

Custody of ISA Assets

ISA Assets will be, and must remain in, the beneficial ownership of you as the investor, and must not be

used as a security for a loan.

Annual Report and Accounts, Company Meetings, Communications and Voting

1. We will not normally forward you copies of annual reports and accounts, scheme particulars or

meeting and voting information issued by the Qualifying Investment providers or managers, unless

otherwise agreed with you.

2. We will not exercise any voting rights attached to your ISA Assets, unless we have agreed this with

you.

Normal Tax Treatment of ISA Assets

1. A 10% tax on dividends from UK-based shares is automatically deducted by the registrar of the

shares and is non-reclaimable.

2. Where the Income from interest distributing funds (typically gilt and bond funds) is paid to us net of

tax, we will reclaim tax from HMRC on your behalf where appropriate. The tax reclaims will be paid

back to your Account.

3. These rates are currently correct but may change as the tax regime changes over time.

4. The tax treatment of your ISA will change if the ISA becomes void or in need of repair.

5. Any capital growth in your ISA will be tax free and there is no further tax to pay on any dividends

you may receive.

Transfers to your ISA Wrapper

1. We will accept the transfer of Cash, or acceptable Assets into your ISA Account from an ISA held by

another ISA Manager. Transfers will be free of charge. However, we would advise that there may be

a Charge levied by the existing ISA Manager, please contact them directly for more information.
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2. We reserve the right to refuse to accept any Asset which we judge as not qualifying for an ISA

under the ISA Regulations.

3. You may transfer in either a Stocks and Shares or a Cash ISA into our Stocks and Shares ISA. You

may transfer some or all of any previous tax year subscriptions, however any current tax year

subscriptions must be transferred in full.

Transfers from your ISA Wrapper

1. You have the right to transfer your ISA at any time to another Stocks and Shares or Cash ISA

Manager. On receipt of a written request from you and within the time stipulated by you, but not

less than within 30 days, all of your ISA shall be transferred to another ISA Manager in accordance

with ISA regulations relating to transfers. We do not offer partial transfers out. Assets within an ISA

Account must be transferred out in full.

2. You can transfer between Cash and Stocks and Shares ISAs as many times as you wish.

Termination by us

1. Subject to the Regulations, the ISA Manager may terminate their role at any time by giving you at

least 30 days notice written notice. This shall be without prejudice to the completion of orders

already initiated.

2. We will notify you if by reason of any failure to satisfy the provisions of the Regulations, the ISA has

or will become void. As soon as practicable thereafter, we will provide your options available i.e. to

transfer the Assets to your name, retain your Assets within a GIA Account or redeem your Assets

and issue the sale proceeds accordingly.

3. All will be subject to such deductions (if any) as we as the ISA Manager may require to meet tax or

other liabilities in connection with the ISA Account.

Cancellation Rights

1. If you open an ISA, or if you subsequently make an ISA transfer to us, we will send you confirmation

that we have accepted your application, or the payment and you will have 30 days in which to

change your mind and cancel. However, if you have asked us to invest your Cash, you may get back

less than you have invested.

2. You may ask us to put your cash into your ISA Deposit Account for the 30 days of your 'cooling off

period', and if you then decide to cancel your ISA, you will receive back the original amount.

3. If you cancel your policy, you will need to negotiate with your Adviser about refunding any of their

charges. Our default action will be to pay Adviser Charges unless instructed otherwise.

Withdrawals, Assignment and Termination by you

1. We can delegate any of our functions or responsibilities as an ISA Manager provided that it is to a

Person whom we are satisfied is competent and authorised to perform those functions or

responsibilities.

2. You have the right to close your ISA at any time. On receipt of written instructions from you and

within the time stipulated by you, all or part of the Assets held in the ISA and proceeds arising from

those Assets shall be transferred or paid out to you.
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Bankruptcy of an ISA Investor

1. If we are notified under the Insolvency Act that you have been declared bankrupt, we are required

by HMRC to close your ISA. The date of closure will take effect from the date on which the

Trustee's appointment takes effect, or, in the case of the Official Receiver, the date on which they

become Trustee.

2. Any interest or tax credits received after the appointment date will be returned to HMRC. All Assets

will be held pending further instructions from the Trustee or Official Receiver.

Void, Invalid or Repairable ISAs

1. We will notify you if, by reason of any failure to satisfy the provisions of the ISA Regulations, your

ISA has, or will become void.

2. If an ISA becomes void, we will transfer any applicable Assets into a GIA Account. We will deduct

and return to HMRC sufficient Cash to cover any tax liability incurred in voiding the ISA Account.

3. In some instances, HMRC may inform us to repair an ISA in whole, or in part. We will deduct and

return to HMRC sufficient Cash to cover any tax liability incurred in repairing the ISA Account. We

may also be required to transfer applicable Assets into your GIA Account.

4. Where insufficient Cash is available we will sell sufficient Assets, from the largest available daily

traded holding downwards without notice, in order to pay HMRC any tax liability incurred. Where

insufficient daily traded holdings are held we will sell from the largest remaining available holding

downwards.

5. We will write to HMRC where you have insufficient Assets to cover any tax liability due to them. We

will also write to you to in all instances to tell you what action we have taken to repair or void your

ISA.

38. Terms and Conditions Specific to Third Party Product Accounts (TPPAs)

The Terms and Conditions in this section apply to Third Party Products (TPPs). Where they conflict with

other areas then this section will take priority.

Custody of Assets

1. The underlying Assets held within a TPPA such as an Onshore Bond, Offshore Bond or SIPP, are

owned by that product provider or trustees thereof.

2. In some circumstances, custody of the Asset is provided by the TPP i.e. we are not the custodian.

3. For specific details for each TPP, please refer to information provided by the relevant TPP provider.

4. We do not receive any income from TPPs.

5. Income and distributions within an offshore bond will be paid gross.

6. Income and distributions within a SIPP will be credited net. Your SIPP provider has the

responsibility of reclaiming any tax from HMRC.
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Transfers to your TPPA

We will not accept the transfer of cash, or acceptable Assets into your TPPA, directly from you, unless the

respective TPP provider rules specifically allow for this. Please see the Tavistock Charges Schedule for

further information. Please note that a charge may be levied by the existing nominee, and you should

contact them directly for more information.

Transfers from your TPPA

We will not transfer Assets from your TPPA unless it has been instructed by that TPP provider.

Withdrawals, Assignment and Termination by you

Terminations and withdrawals from a TPPA are subject to the Terms and Conditions of the respective TPP

Provider. We will only act on their instructions.

39. Liability

We will always aim to act in good faith and with due diligence in the provision of our services. Nothing in

this Agreement will operate to exclude or restrict Platform One Limited's liability for death or personal

injury caused by its employees or subcontractors negligence. Furthermore, nothing in this Agreement

shall operate to restrict Platform One Limited's liability relating to fraud, willful default or fraudulent

misrepresentation, or any liability that cannot be excluded by law.

Subject to the clause above, Platform One Limited has no to liability to you, whether in contract, tort

(including negligence), breach of statutory duty or otherwise, for any loss of profits, or for any indirect or

consequential loss or cost which you may suffer or incur arising out of our acts or omissions, however

that loss, liability or cost is caused and regardless of whether it was foreseeable or not.

Platform One Limited shall have no liability for the actions and omission of any third party that acts as

Manager, or any other person or entity that holds money, investments or documents of title in any

Investment or Investee Company.

Platform One Limited will not be liable for any loss in value which any Investment may suffer, loss of any

tax benefits howsoever caused, or for our failure to process any instruction to make an investment or for

any failure, interruption or delay in the performance of our obligations resulting from acts, events or

circumstances that are not reasonably within our control. Acts, events or circumstances that are not

reasonably within our control, may for example, include: the acts or regulations of any governmental,

supranational body or authority; breakdown, failure or malfunction of any telecommunications or

computer service or services; disruptions to stock markets and acts of war, terrorism, civil unrest or

natural disaster.

40. Term & Termination

This Agreement shall commence on the date that it is accepted by you by providing confirmation via your

application and shall continue until such time until the Investment has been disposed of unless

terminated earlier in accordance with the provisions set out in this section.

· By either party in the event that Platform One Limited ceases to be permitted by law or authorised

as an Authorised Representative Firm to provide the services contemplated by this Agreement.
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· At any time, by Platform One Limited, by giving you not less than one months' written notice of

termination.

· With the prior consent of Platform One Limited & Platform One Nominee Limited, in the event that

you wish to have all the Investments transferred into your name personally or to a different

provider of custody, administration and nominee services.

· By you in the event that Platform One Limited is dissolved or ceases to trade.

· By either party in the event that the other has committed a material breach of the Agreement, has

been requested to rectify it and has failed to do so within 10 Working Days of the receipt of the

request.

Upon termination of this Agreement the Investments will still be held be in the name of Platform One

Nominee Limited.

Termination of this Agreement shall be without prejudice to any rights that may have accrued to any

Party against the other before termination became effective. Furthermore, the terms of the Agreement

will continue to apply until all outstanding transactions have been completed and discharged.

41. Confidentiality

Each Party shall at all times during the term of the Agreement and after the termination or expiry of the

Agreement:

· treat in confidence the other's Confidential Information and not disclose the other's Confidential

Information to any other person; and

· not use any Confidential Information for any purpose other than for the performance of its

obligations under the Agreement.

Any Confidential Information may be disclosed by the Party to whom it is disclosed or to whose attention

it comes (the "Recipient") to:

· any court, governmental or other authority or regulatory

· body (including, without limitation, the FCA);

· any employees, agents, consultants or sub-contractors of

· the Recipient; or

· the Nominee (or any replacement provider of the nominee services), and any authorised agent

acting for either of them from time to time in relation to the matters with which the Agreement is

concerned, to such extent only as is necessary for the purposes contemplated by this Agreement,

or as is required by law, and subject in each case to the Recipient using its reasonable endeavors to

ensure that the person to whom it discloses Confidential Information keeps the same confidential.

Any Confidential Information may be used by the recipient for any purpose, or disclosed by the recipient

to any other person, to the extent only that:

· it is at the time that this Agreement commences, or thereafter becomes, public knowledge through

no fault of the Recipient (provided that in doing so the Recipient shall not disclose any Confidential

Information which is not public knowledge); or
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· it can be shown by the Recipient, to the reasonable satisfaction of the disclosing Party, to have

been known to the Recipient (other than as a result of a breach of confidence) prior to its being

disclosed by the disclosing Party to or otherwise coming to the attention of the Recipient under or

in connection with this Agreement.

Upon termination or expiry of the Contract, each Party shall ensure that all confidential Information

belonging to another Party (in whatever medium the same is recorded or held) is returned, deleted or

destroyed according to the written instructions of the other Party save that copies of any documentation

may be retained by a Party where it is necessary in order to fulfil a regulatory or legal obligation to keep

such records.

42. Complaints

We believe you deserve a courteous, fair and prompt service. We strive to treat all our customers fairly.

If you feel something isn't right then please let us know by emailing us at

clientservices@platform1online.com. Or if you prefer to telephone or write, our details are on our contacts

page.

If there is an occasion when our service does not meet your expectations please contact us to help us

deal with your issue quickly and effectively. As an authorised firm, we are obliged to follow best practice

and the FCA guidelines. These are available here (https://fshandbook.info/FS/html/FCA/DISP).

When we receive your complaint we will respond within 7 Working Days via email or if the complaint was

by letter, the reply will be sent first class on the 7th Working Day after the complaint was received. We

will acknowledge the complaint within 5 business days of receiving it and keep you informed of progress

and do our best to resolve matters to your satisfaction within 8 weeks. If we are unable to do this, you

may be entitled to refer the complaint to the Financial Conduct Authority or Financial Ombudsman

Service.

43. General

No failure on the part of either party to exercise, and no delay on its part in exercising, any right or

remedy under this Agreement shall operate on a waiver thereof, nor shall any single or partial exercise of

any right or remedy preclude any other or further exercise thereof or the exercise of any other right or

remedy. The rights and remedies provided in this Agreement are cumulative and not exclusive of any

rights or remedies provided by law.

Each of the provisions in this Agreement are separate and severable and enforceable accordingly and if at

any time any provision is adjudged by any court of competent jurisdiction to be void or unenforceable the

validity, legality and enforceability of the remaining provisions hereof shall not in any way be affected or

impaired thereby.

Platform One Limited represents and warrants that it shall act in compliance with any FCA rules that may

apply to it from time to time relating to its handling of conflicts. Platform One Limited implements and

maintains a conflicts of interest policy and will make a copy available on request. Platform One Limited

may hold investments in any Investee Company and may provide them with other services to support

their business.

https://fshandbook.info/FS/html/FCA/DISP
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Platform One Limited may assign this Agreement in whole or part and at its sole discretion to any other

group company. Platform One Limited will advise you if it makes any such assignment. This Agreement is

personal to you and may not be assigned by you. We may delegate any of our functions under these

terms to a third party of our choosing which is competent (and if relevant, appropriately regulated) to

perform such functions.

Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to create a partnership, agency or joint venture between

the parties.

A person who is not party to this Agreement has no rights under the Contracts (Right of Third Parties) Act

1999, to enforce any of its provisions.

This Agreement contains all of the terms agreed upon or made by the parties relating to the subject

matter of this Agreement, and supersede all prior and contemporaneous agreements, negotiations,

correspondence, undertakings and communications of the parties, oral or written, respecting such

subject matter.

Each of the provisions in this Agreement are separate and severable and enforceable accordingly and if at

any time any provision is adjudged by any court of competent jurisdiction to be void or unenforceable the

validity, legality and enforceability of the remaining provisions hereof shall not in any way be affected or

impaired thereby.

Platform One Limited represents and warrants to you that it is appropriately registered under the Data

Protection Act (1998) for all purposes related to the performance of its obligations and functions under

this Agreement, and further represents and warrants that it shall maintain such registration, comply with

all applicable data protection legislation during the term of this Agreement.

44. Notices

Tavistock and Platform One Limited may send any communications to you at the address which you

provide to us in the application form (or to any other address that you may notify to us in writing from

time to time). You may communicate with us at the address at the bottom of these Terms.

Notice sent by first class post is deemed to have arrived on the second business day after posting. Notice

sent by fax or email or hand delivered is deemed to be delivered immediately (or on the next business day

if sent after 5pm on a business day or on a day which is not a business day). Telephone calls may be

recorded or monitored for our mutual protection.

45. Governing Law & Jurisdiction

This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with English law and the parties agree

to submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Courts of England and Wales.
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Contact Us

If you would like to learn more, please get in touch.

Call us on 0330 123 9830

Lines are open 8.30am to 5pm, Monday to Friday. As part of our commitment to quality service and

security, telephone calls may be recorded.

Email us at investing@tavistockplatform.com

We aim to provide an initial response to your query on the same working day.

Address

Peartree Business Centre, Cobham Road, Wimborne, Dorset, BH21 7PT
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